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sophic content. The medical li
tutes the primary but not the
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to reflect the substance of the
Parenthetical editorial comment
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viewed rather than summarizer
and comments from readers ar.

Bell, E. T. and Loraine, J. A.: Time of
ovulation in relation to cycle length.
Lancet l: 1029-1030 May 15, 1965.
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Pope Pius XII affo
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In �1 subjects ( 45 menstrual cycles)
macy of a regulation r
irths compatithe time of ovulation was studied in ble with the law of
1cl," based on
relation to cycle length. Urinary excre
"the taking advantag, · natural tern
tion of estrogen was used as the . porary sterility." LE. the monthly
cri �erion of ovulation. The day of ovu security factor q be 1e probability
lat10n was found to be variable ( 4 days that a married woma, :m go through
before to 6 days after midcycle).
a single cycle withouc ,nception.The
mathematical laws of mpound prob
_irity factor of
de Bethune, A. J.: Rhythm-mathemat ability show that a
.
93 per cent is needc. or a probable
ical probability of success and failure
(editorial) /. Internat. Coll. Sm'/{ spacing of 18 month ,1etween births
43:327-333 March 1965.
(pregnancy rate 67
The security
factor must be raiser o 98 per cent
(Author's Summary) The rhythm
to lengthen the spaci, to 3 to 4 years
( pregnancy rate 30) ,id up to 99.4
�ethod of child spacing has been sub
Jected to the test of experience during per cent, to bring ti
i)r egnanc y rate
the past 30 years. Pregnancy rates
down to the med,· lly acceptable
(per 100 woman-years' total time)
upper limit of 10.
have been reported as 30 (Latz and
Reiner, as reanalyzed by Hartman),
The relation bet,, · 'n the security
21.7 and ?8.7 (India-Sirtgur Study), factor q and coital f,.'quency is vari
32.8 (Rodnguez), 28 (Tietze) and 1 4.4 able. For couples whc can succ essfully
(Rock et al.). The author reviews the utilize the hypertherr:'. ic premenstrual
di �culties his wife and he have had
phase of the cycle (Mnntreal "Sere na"
with the calendar method and with the method), coitus shou id not affect q.
bas �! temperature method of rhythm For women who cannot be certain as
to the timing of ovul a 1 ion, the security
?unng 15 years' experience. His fam
ily, and four other families with paral factor q is decreased l JY a risk factor
lel experiences, have had a pregnancy
of at least 2 per cent for each unpr o
rate ?f 66. The unprotected pregnancy
tected coitus in the cycle. This risk
rate 1s about 100.A medically accept
factor makes spacings longer th an 18
able method of child spacing should
months between births unlikely, on
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statistical grounds alone, at a coital
frequency of 3 to 4. However; Latz
and Reiner's · rhythm patients (preg
nancy rate 30 coital frequency 4 to 5)
were able to reduce their risk factor
to Y2 per cent per coitus by a judi
cious use of the calendar method. This
partial success of rhythm in reducing
pregnancy rates is of little reassurance
to the individual mother who is faced,
here and now, with the need of avoid
ing pregnancy during the current and
future cycles.
Pope Paul VI has promised a re
examination of the controversial ano
vulant "pill." In the interim, he has
reaffirmed the moral norms of Pius
XII, which condemn a directly contra
c eptive, but permit a therapeutic, use
of the pill.
Luteal phase therapy provides a
non-contraceptive use of anovulants
that is gaining favor among doctors in
t�e treatment of Roman Catholic pa
tients, by regularizing the menstrual
cycle for both positive and negative
files of rhythm.
Roman Catholic moral norms also

permit the utilization of natural tern. porary sterility in men. Research cur

rently in progress on natural reversible
oligospermia may well provide the
assist needed to place natural methods
on a secure foundation, in fulfillment
of a hope expressed by Pius XII in
1951.
---: Patients can face hard truths
MD finds. Med. World News 6:64-65
Feb. 12, 1965.
The question of how much to tell
�e .aP tient who has a poor prognosis
is still undecided. However, Dr.Robert
S. �wab, a neurologist at Harvard
Medical School, b e I i e v e s patients
sh?uld be told the truth. In support of
this thesis is his experience with 300
.
patients who had Parkinson's disease
and to whom he presented full infor-

AucusT, 1965

mation regarding diagnosis and prog
nosis. In reply to his. query a year
later as to whether such information
had helped or hindered them, 299
stated that they were grateful for hav
ing been given the facts. "Difficult
though it may be, the physician should
always tell patients the truth. But we
must temper frankness and honesty
with optimism and hope."
--- : Regulation at last? America
112:275 Feb. 27, 1965.
Use of the rhythm method of child
spacing imposes severe limitation on
the woman whose menstrual cycle is
irregular.A means of regularizing men
strual cycles is described in the Febru
ary i s s u e of LINACRE QUARTERLY.
While there is no question about the
morality of this approach, the medical
aspects remain to be proven. "...our
fingers a;e tentatively crossed. There
have been ar ticles like this before, and
they have ended as false positives."
Schreiner, G. E. and Maher, J. F.:
Hemodialysis for chronic renal fail
ure: III. Medical, moral and ethical,
and socioeconomic problems. Ann. Int.
Med. 63:551-557 March 1965.
The limited success that has attend
ed the use of chronic intermittent
hemodialysis for renal failure has been
responsible for a number of problems.
In addition to the medical difficulties
associated with hemodialysis there are
significant moral and ethical aspects.
Chronic dialysis is still in the investi
!'(ative stage and patient selection
should depend on the willingness of the
individual to be a research subject after
receiving adequate information (in
formed consent). Overt or subtle coer
cion must be avoided.
( Today's Drugs): Capreomycin. ( report
of symposium on capreomycin held
Jan. 15, 1965). Brit. Med. ]. 1:240
Jan. 23, 1965.
According to Professor J.G. Scadding
of London, the clinical evaluation of
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new antituberculosis drugs such as
capreomycin presents a considerable
ethical problem. Since current therapy
is so effective and standardized it is
difficult to find ethical justificati�n for
resorting to new drugs as initial ther
apy and hence clinical evaluation of
such agents is impeded.
Medawar, P. B.: Do advances in medi
cine lead to genetic deterioration?
Mayo Clinic Proc. 40:23-33 Jan.
1965.
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(editorial) Modem
May 24, 1965.
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ed. 33-75-77
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Because of environmental improve
ments, of which medical progress is
one facet, "there arises a well-founded
fear of building up in the human
population a huge and increasing gen
etic liability like the national debt.
SPEAKING at a s3 ,osium on the
I myself am not dismayed by this
prospect. . . . The point is that the Problems and Compk ,es of Clinical
the Upjohn
rate of genetic deterioration brought Research (sponsored
about by the methods I have just de C o m p a n y, Kai am J) Henry K.
scribed is extremely slow. . . . Solutions Beecher, M.D., of M� chusetts Gen
,t "valid, in
will be found. They might take the eral Hospital, urged
formed consent" be o1 ned from any
form, as many people have suggested
of direct genetic intervention, a sort of person involved in cl., al experimen
genetic repair process of a kind known tation. He cited se\'. 1 examples of
to be able to cure certain genetic short deviations from this e �al norm. The
concept of "valid ir · med consent"
co1:1ings of bacteria. At any rate, the
pomt I want to make is that we must derives largely from :e Nuremberg
not at this time arrogate to ourselves Code, but its practic application is
the task of trying to find solutions for difficult. ("Valid, i wmed consent
all the problems that may afflict man asked with clinical c crimentation."
].A.M.A. 192:A43 Apri' 19, 1965: "Tes ts
kind in the future."
in man: ethics termei 0ften ignored ."
fCf. also: "Wrestling the Genetic Med. Tribune 6:1, le·, April 7, 1965;
Dilemma," Med. World News 5:101 Exner, F. B.: Ethics .,1d tests. corre
Oct. 23, 1964, which reports Meda spondence. Med Trib:�ne 6:15 May 3,
war's provocative views expressed at 1965.)
the Mayo Clinic symposium.]
de Bethune, A. J.: Natural oligospermia
and rhythm. Cosmos ( science journal
of the College of Arts and Sciences of
Boston College) 7:113-134 Spring
1965.

[A thoughtful study of the subject,
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Levin, M.: Sex freedc.1 -and truth and
beauty. Current Med. Digest 32:31-33
Jan. 1965.

A new era of sexual "freedom" has
been proclaimed, but the freedom of
promiscuity is not. true freedom. "Sex
is more than a mechanism for pro
creation, and it is more than an avenue
L1NACRE QuARrnRLY

for sensual gratification. It is a function
that promotes the growth of character."
A false concept of truth and beauty is
engendered by those who equate sex
with a self-indulgence, and beauty
with what is merely physically pleas
ing. "A beautiful life is achieved only
by the man and wife who share an
unselfish love, who fulfill each other
�exually, and who gladly abide by
their vows to remain true to each other
to the end of their days."
ADDITIONAL ITEMS of interest
include the following:
(Editorial) : P I a n n e d parenthood
makes progress. New· Eng. ]. Med.
272:156-157 Jan. 21, 1965.
Bakker, C. B. and Dightman, C. R.:
Psychological factors in fertility con
trol. Fertil. & Steril. 15:559-567 1964.

Larson, A. E.: Medicine and religion.
]. Med. Assn. Alabama 34:109-110
Oct. 1964.
Nahum, L. H.: The dying patient's
grief. Conn. Med. 28:241-245 April
1964.
--: Ethics in clinical research.
Med. J. Australia 2:309-310 Aug. 22,
1964.
Cavanagh, John R. (M.D.) The Popes,

the Pill, and the People. Bruce:
Milwaukee 1965. $3.95.
Pickering, Sir George: Physician and
scientist. Brit. Med. ]. 2:1615-1619
Dec. 26, 1964.
Dixon, J.P.: Science and the democrat
ic ethic. Fed. Proc. 23:737-741 July
Aug. 1964.
Fisher, T. L.: Legal implications of
sterilization. Canadian Med. Assn. ].
91:1363 Dec. 26, 1964.

Lord Brain, Parker, A. S., and Bishop,

P. M. F.: Some medical aspects of
oral oontraception. Lancet 2:13291332 Dec. 19, 1964.
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Noonan, John T., Jr.: Contraception:
A History of Its Treatment by the
Catholic Theologians and Canonists.
Harvard University Press (Belknap):
Cambridge. 1965 480 pp. $7.95.
Schwartz, S.: Clinical trials. (editorial)
Radial. 84: 133-134 Jan. 1965.

---: Medicine-religion role to be
expanded. AMA News 8:2 Feb. 1,
1965.

--: Clergyman doubling as MD
held danger. Med. Tribune 6:22
Feb. 8, 1965.
(Editorial): How many angels on the
point of a pin? J.A.M.A. 191:493-494
Feb. 8, 1965.
Doxiadis, C. A.: On the meas.me of
man. Mayo Clinic Proc. 40:71-89
Jan. 1965.
Bean, W.. B.: The way things are.
(editorial) Arch. Int. Med. 115-121123 Feb. 1965.
Ortiz, M.: Purely biological. America
112:195-196 Feb. 6, 1965. ("The
controversy over contraception is at
bottom a debate over the nature and
meaning of human sexuality. It is
frequently assumed in this debate
that the unitive function of sex is its
human side, while the procreative
function is its animal or 'purely
biological' side. One of our readers
has written to us to dispute this
assumption.")
Doyle, J. C.: Medicine and religion.
Calif. Med. 101:210 Sept. 1964.
Weaver; The vocation of a doctor. New
Zeal. Med. J. 63:515-517 Aug. 1964.
Kallmann, F. J.: Heredity and eugenics
(Review of psychiatric progress 1964) Am. J. Psychiat. 121:628-632
Jan. 1965.
Roche, A.: Health services in the early
Church. Catholic Med. Quart. 18:2-5
Jan. 1965.
Sorsby, A.: Gregor Mendel. Brit. Med.
J. 1:333-338 Feb. 6, 1965.
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Marshall, J.: Predicting length of men
strual cycl c. Lancet I :253-265 Jan.
30, 1965.
Hollos, S.: Medical care for the aged
America 112-309-312 Mar. 6, 1965
Pflum, F. A.: Veneers of venereal dis
ease. (correspondence) J.A.M.A. 191:
767 March I, 1965 (Judeo-Christian
morals and religious principles are
an effective but often forgotten safe
guard against venereal disease.)

·
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icine Research I
1963. 517 pp. (re,
ton, J. R. in Ann.
629 March 1965).

ty Law-Med.
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�d by Elkin- l
Med. 62:628-

Saunders, Cicely: T
life. Am. J. Nursiw
1965.

last stage of
:70-75 March

Farber, S.: Managerr
leukemia patient
15:14-17 Jan.-Feb.

of the acute
family. CA
).

---: Move to revamp abortion laws
gaining support of MDs. Med. World
News 6:38-39 March 5, 1965. (Activ
ity in New fork state.)

Wegmann, T.: Fata.
bolism after adm
oral inhibitor of o
Med. Wschr. 95:30

tlmonary em
ration of an
:tion. Schweiz
'eb. 27, 1965.

---: Human ova fertilized after
frozen storage; deep-freeze technique
may pave way for egg· banks to solve
infertility problems. Med. World
News 6:34-35 March 5, 1965. ("To
be sure that they are not undergoing
parthenogenosis, Dr. Burks plans to
transplant laboratory-fertilized hu
man ova into volunteer women.")

Schoene, R. H.: A me
practice of medic.
93:7-9 Jan. 1965.

concept of the

---:

c

of patients.
)-1600 Dec. 4,

Datta, L. E.: Study
tists: comments ,
Science 147:66-67
ligion and science,

�reative scien
methodology.
. I, 1965 (Re·

Winter, I. S.: The in
boembolism in E•
tabolism 14:422-42
1965.

mce of throm·
;d users. Me
.\ilarch (pt. 2)

Bakker, C. B. and Dightman, C. R.:
Physicians and family planning - a
persistent ambivalence. Obstet. &
Gynec. 25:279 Feb. 1965.
Sargent, S. A.: Thoughts on teaching
"Ethics" in a school of nursing. Int.
Nurs. Rev. 11:57-58 Oct. 1964.
Wigle, W. W.: On the dignity of
dying. (correspondence) Canad. Med.
Assn. J. 92:479 Feb. 27, 1965.
(Editorial): Cadavar tissues for trans
plants. Brit. Med. J. I :3-4 Jan. 2,
1965 (discusses ethical aspects).
Goldman, D. E.: American way of life?
Science 145:475-476 July 31, 1964
(review of The Prospect of Immor
tality by Robert C. W. Ettinger.
Doubleday: Garden City, N. Y.
1964.)
Ladimer, I and Newman, Robert W.
(editors): Clinical Investigation in

Medicine: Legal, Ethical and Moral
Aspects. An Anthology and Bibliog-
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Spiritual

Nursing Times 60:'
1964.

Med. Times

of the an
Dawe D. G.: The attitude
icine. II
cie�t Church . toward med
. 964,
Minnesota Med. 47:1352 Nov l

dilemma of
Szasz, T. s.: The moral
heteron
or
y
nom
auto
:
iatry
psych
:521-528.
omy? Am. J. Psychiat. 121
Dec. 1964.
respon
Lasagna, L.: The invtstigator's
sibility to the patient.
s on the
Beres, D.: Psychoanalytic note
ho
history of morality. J. Am. Psyc

analytic Assn.

Guerrero, R.: Family planning. Amer
ica 112:665-666 May_ 8, 1965.
Sadusk, J. F., Jr.: Some observations on
causes of physicians' professional
liability. Med. Ann. District of Co
lumbia 33:108-114 March 1964
(Discusses the difficulties entailed by
"informed consent" of the subject in
clinical investigation.)
de Bethune, A. J.: Child-spacing with-·
out contraception: ma the m a ti c a I
probabilities. Med. Digest 11: 103
March 1965.

Fahey, Rose Mary: "ResiJonsible P�r
enthood?" (correspondence) America
112:408 March 27, 1965 ("Any
responsible parenthood program must
realize that in a society not mortally.
sick it is the business of the adults
to bring the children to maturity
and not to pursue the cult of self
fulfillment.")
Darlington, C. D.: Genetics and Man.
The Macmillan Company: New
York 1964 382 pp. $7.50 (Reviewed
in Science 147:725 Feb. 12, 1965 and
the subject of an editorial in New
Eng. J. Med. 272:748-749 Apr. 8,
1965· broad coverage includes dis
cussi�n of sexual behavior, marriage
and divorce, Freudian psychology,
immortality, free will, instincts, mor
als, and religious teachings.)
Readers · interested in submitting
abstracts, please send to:
Eugene G. Laforet, M.D.
170 Middlesex Rd.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167

Hougie, C. et al: EfL .) f a progestin·
estrogen oral contr· :Jtive on blood
clotting factors. M. ho/ism 14:411·
417 March (pt. 2) '165.
Rock, J.: The pop: ·.1tion problem.
Postgrad. Med. r :./16-420 April
1965.

,glish Medical
D.:
Humanists: Thom,1s Linacre and
John Caius. Univ, .,ity of Ka nsas

O'Malley, C.

Press: Lawrence l::.·J. 54 pp. $2.00
(Reviewed by L. S King in f.A.M.A.
192:135 April 26, E,65).
Wolf, R. C.: Can new laws solve th e
legal and psychiatric problems of
voluntary sterilization? J. Ural. 93:
402-404 March 1965.
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